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MAY THE WIND BE WITH YOU!

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN PILOTS

ALL-OHIO 99 NEWS

Nine of our members met on ZOOM for the April 11 meeting.
Congratulations to Zoe for her first solo flight! Wishing you blue skies and tail winds, Zoe!
Congratulations to Maggi, who completed her solo cross country on April 17.
MEETINGS: : The Sunday May 16th meeting will be at JP’s Ribs at Bolton Field, Columbus.
The June 6th meeting will be at the SubWay at Mansfield Lahm Airport.
Welcome to our new member: student pilot Emily Garber
Except as noted, photos in this newsletter are by Chapter Official Photographer Kathy

Agenda for the May 16th Meeting
Approve Minutes of March 14
Treasurer’s Report
Membership
March Membership Report
Mentor updates
Meetings
Old Business
All-Ohio Scholarship – May 15 winners to be notified.
Web Site – Val Palazzolo
Spring Meeting –
Video – Several pictures of All-Ohio (including Maggie Mullholand)
By-Laws Not Voted on – Revisions to consider: Quorum reduction to 40%; Vote
by acclamation; Review of Minutes including Chapter Chairs
International Report – May 1 Zoom Meeting
NCS Fall Section Meeting Sept 23-26 Northwoods Chapter
WASP Museum is asking 99s chapters to provide flag of state cost ~$30. Never received
any info.
New Business
International By-Laws Review:
https://www.ninety-nines.org/userfiles/file/2021ProposedBL_SRAmendmentsFinal.pdf
Presentation – Our Flying Life, Stories from: Kay, Margaret, Val, and
Deb

Right: our Chairwoman Deb is now a
NCS Director and participated in the spring
Zoom meeting with Kathy.

Below L: Deb is a North Central Section Director and participated in the Spring North Central
Section Meeting on ZOOM. Part of it was a virtual tour of the Goodyear Airship “Wingfoot One”
and its hangar by pilot Johannes “Joe” Erbs. He was a 1991 OSU ROTC alum and is a retired air
force pilot. Lower R is the airship.
Lowest L: Kathy and her sister Debby went to Butler County to see the WWII aircraft “That’s All,
Brother,” the lead airplane in the Normandy D-Day invasion. The aircraft was found in the boneyard at Bassler Aviation in Oshkosh, Wisconsin. The Commemorative Air Force asked to buy it,
and ran a Kickstarter campaign to get funds. Our All-Ohio 99s Chapter put in a donation, and
member Kathy Samuelson put in her own donation....in her case, the amount required to add her
dad's name to the plaque inside the airplane. The goal was to restore “That's All, Brother” and fly
it to Normandy (along with other C-47s) to participate in the 75th anniversary commemoration of
the Normandy invasion, on June 6, 2019. The plane did get there, and Kathy's dad's name did get
to be included. Mills M. Hamilton, Jr. was crew chief and flight engineer in another C-47 that took
part in the Normandy invasion. “That's All, Brother” was visiting Butler County Airport on April
16th, and Kathy and her sister, Debby, got to see the plane fly, and got to see the plaque with their
dad's name on it! What a great day!

Thank you very much to Peg for providing this valuable information! It certainly took lots of time!
Peg provided an update on changes over the past few years in two areas: flying and instructing.
Flying:
 There is still a great need for pilots, since retirement for many 65-year-old airline pilots is quickly approaching. Covid temporarily reduced the pilot demand. Some airlines like Delta, American and Southwest furloughed their pilots. Republic took a different track with uniformly reducing pilot hours to 30%
of previous. Republic was able to take the smaller flights and keep the airlines moving. Once demand increased, Republic’s pilots did not have the lag in getting pilots current that the others experienced and
bounce back to full hours quickly.
 Covid destination flights are coming back. Sun N Fun and Oshkosh AirVenture are resuming this year,
with mask protocols in buildings. Personal trips are up.
What happens to Class Bravo airspace in ATC Zero situations? Inquiring minds want to know! This
question was asked on my DPE/CFI forum, with nobody really knowing. Answer: My contact at
the ATC says
“Technically it still stays there as Class B and you contact whoever is controlling it which would probably
be (here) Cleveland Center. Center doesn’t have all the frequencies that we use though. If we had to go
truly ATC zero then there would be NOTAMS with frequencies listed and the ATIS would have instructions on who to contact.”
“ That’s what we did when MFD had to close down the tower for a couple days. If something happens at
CLE the radar room will work stuff out of a smaller room and the tower is relocated to the terminal. Both
limit the amount of traffic we can work, and is referred to as “ATC Limited” And now you know... the rest
of the story. The original person asking the question said he contacted 4 different FSDOs and got four different answers, not uncommon with the FAA.
 ADSB became a mandated reality last January, and only had a short time before Covid reductions in
flying. There are different views on the screen. An airplane is a diamond… with a tail indicating track of
the airplane. Compare the wind track on weather reports with the line indicating direction and the tail indicating speed, and you can see how that might be confusing.
 GPS use is increasing while VORs are being phased out. Waterville VOR and Tiverton are already
gone, with Mansfield and Marion as well as others on the chopping block. Abilities of the VORs are being
reduced as well, with Remote Communications Outlets and HIWAS (Hazardous Inflight Weather Advisory Systems) becoming defunct. While the loss of such things may make us sad, ask yourself how long it
has been since you used an 8-track or even a VHS tape player?
 With the decrease in VORs comes deactivation of VOR instrument approaches. GPS is just so doggone easy!
 NDBs have become outer markers. Few NDB approaches exist anymore. And of course, LORAN was
not supported since 2010.
Charts have gone to a 56-day publication schedule to mesh with other FAA documents like IFR approach plates and charts, and Airport Facility Directories, now called Chart Supplements.
Continued on the next page>>>

Changes to Teaching:
 ACS (Airmen Completion Standards) replaced PTS (Pilot Training Standards) with risk management and
knowledge areas integrated with the skills required. Remediation is so much easier as each line has a code
directly correlated to knowledge questions on the “written” (now called computer) test. Since all four ratings
(Single engine land, sea and multi engine land and sea) require many of the same skills (e.g. weather, navigation, checklists, etc.). there is a lot less waste in publishing.
 Online registration for airplane medical, test scheduling, AME appointments, and airmen registration has
made everything integrated Test scores have been linked to the student on IACRA. Previously I said the
scores weren’t visible, but I was wrong. They are, through a link which brings the test result sheet up. The
instructor, as well as the DPE, can view missed question codes.
 And, speaking of DPEs, they are now “free-range.” A DPE formerly was limited to the home FSDO, but
now can work anywhere. So why is it so hard to get an appointment? Only two DPEs are doing 80% of the
checkrides! And the prices reflect that. Rides can cost anywhere from $600 (here) to $1200 (out west) across
the country, so they are in the $6-750 range here in Ohio. Yuck!
 As always, we encourage pilots to stay not only current, but proficient with the WINGS program- learning through courses online and flying with an instructor.
 On the Zoom meeting, we also discussed some new changes with using ipads in flying and instruction.
There is no Part 61 requirement to have a paper chart as a backup. It is a personal minimums preference
whether one uses paper charts now. After all, there was no backup to the paper chart in the Goode Olde
Days…
 These aren’t the only changes. And there will be more. The only thing about the FAA that stays the same
is that things are always changing.
Respectfully submitted, Peg

And below L is a view of the docking mast of the airship. R are the advanced propellers

SUNDAY MAY 16TH MEETING AT JP’s RIBS AT
BOLTON FIELD (TZR), 2000 Norton Road, Columbus
We decided, at the April meeting, to change the May meeting to May 16th, to avoid
conflicting with Mother's Day on May 9th. We also decided to change the June meeting
to June 6th, since Deb Henrichs (our chapter chairman) will be out of town on the
13th. The May meeting will be at Bolton Field, and the June meeting will be at the terminal at the Mansfield Airport.
Kathy

Hostess: Kathy
Arrive: 11:30-12 noon for lunch first, and then the meeting.
Driving directions: Follow your GPS or road map.
Flying directions: Land at Bolton Field (TZR). There is plenty of parking space for
your plane, right there on the ramp by JP’s.
Lunch: Order from the menu at JP’s Ribs. JP’s has a patio with picnic tables & a
canopy for outdoor dining, or if it is cold or rainy, we can eat inside the
restaurant (this is not at the big event tent, which is booked by another
organization).
After lunch, we will move to the terminal, which is roomy and has space for
social distancing. The State of Ohio allows 15 people to be in the terminal,
socially distance and masked. We can spread out and have this quiet
room for our meeting and then program. The program will be a group of
us each telling one story about our flying life (about 5 minutes per person,
so a total of about 40 minutes). Storytellers this time will be Deb, Kay,
Margaret and Val. I’d like to do this again at another meeting, and pick up
more of our interesting members’ (all of us pilots & student pilots) stories!

MAY-JUNE BIRTHDAYS:
Roberta
May 9th
Sheila
May 10
Deb
June 1
Joan June 7 (#97)
Edna June 9
Margaret June 13
Valerie June 18

Bev May 24
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Above: the C-47 “That’s All, Brother,” the lead aircraft from the Normandy invasion in
WWII flew into the Butler County Airport recently. This was significant, as Kathy’s Dad
flew in a similar C-47 in the invasion and there is a plaque with his name on it inside.
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